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Purpose

This document describes how to create loops – similar to the for() and while() constructs in most scripting and programming languages 
- in Nagios Reactor event chains.  These constructs are useful for creating loops that accomplish a task in the same or a similar 
manner.

This document will take you step-by-step through the process of creating an event chain that contains a loop, which performs an action 
a number of times using basic and logic blocks.

Target Audience

This document is intended for use by Nagios Reactor administrators and users.

Example Event Chain

You can download the event chain described in this document from the following URL:
http://assets.nagios.com/downloads/nagios-reactor/addons/event-chains/loop-test-event-chain.json

After you've downloaded the event chain, you can import it into your Nagios Reactor server for instant access to a fully working event 
chain equivalent to what is described in this document.

Creating A Loop

Basic Block Loop

In this example, we'll start by creating a 
new event chain that will contain a loop.

To start the setup for a looping chain 
event, we'll add a new basic block to the 
event chain's workflow.  If you were 
going to start with a logic block, this part 
of the setup is the same.

Click Add a block. 

Once a basic block or a logic block is added, click the appropriate Add Action button to add a new action to the block. Basic blocks will 
display the “Add an Action” button and logic blocks will display the “Add a Success Action” button.
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From the Add Action popup select the Run event chain x times / for 
each item from the dropdown list.   Again, this will be the same in 
both basic and logic blocks.

 

 
 

Setup the action:

1. Specify the looping type to run x amount of times or for 
each item in the list.

2. Set the number of times to run

3. Specify the Endpoint to run locally or remotely (remotely 
would be another Nagios Reactor server).

4. Specify the chain identifier, which would be found 
through the general tab in the event chains view.

5. Set the task type to synchronous - where the chain runs 
in order and waits for the chain to finish running before 
continuing - or asynchronous - where the chain would 
send tasks to be run by another worker.  Using 
asynchronous will require at least 2 gearman workers.

6. Extra context variables will be sent with the event chain if 
you desire.  These are key/value pairs that need to be 
formatted as key:value.

7. Click Save.
 

Once you set up a basic block you are ready to use the looping functionality.  Run the chain with multiple basic blocks that can trigger 
each other based on what you set for IF, or you can just set up one basic block that may run only on Sundays for example.  The 
supervisor will run all the elements and if you accidentally create an infinite loop, the daemon should catch it and prevent it from filling 
your gearman queue with requests.  
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Logic Block Loop

The logic block is the same beginning setup as the basic.  Create a new Logic block, choose what will trigger the loop by setting the If 
field as the event chain trigger, then choose Run event chain x times / for each item in the drop down for either Then, Else or both logic 
block fields.

This can be more powerful than a basic block, because one check statement can trigger two loop event chains (or multiple) based on 
the outcome of the first If field.

Here is an example of a complete 
logic block that fires only on 
Sundays.  If it is Sunday it runs 
the LogicBlockOK loop.  If it fails, 
meaning it is not Sunday, it runs 
a LogicBlock_FAIL loop that is 
set to send an email to the 
admin, and a LogicBlock_KILL to 
turn off daemons through ssh.

Setup the action: (same as basic block)

1. Specify the looping type to run x amount of times or for 
each item in the list.

2. Set the number of times to run

3. Specify the Endpoint to run locally or remotely (remotely 
would be another Nagios Reactor server).

4. Specify the chain identifier, which would be found through 
the general tab in the event chains view.

5. Set the task type to synchronous - where the chain runs 
in order and waits for the chain to finish running before 
continuing - or asynchronous - where the chain would 
send tasks to be run by another worker.  Using 
asynchronous will require at least 2 gearman workers.

6. Extra context variables will be sent with the event chain if 
you desire.  These are key/value pairs that need to be 
formatted as key:value.

7. Click Save.
  
 

Using the logic block setup, you can continue on with a number of blocks that each have one or more loops - and the outcomes, as 
they descend, could trigger other parts of the same block - or - different blocks. You could also trigger another event chain or a specific 
point inside an event chain.  You can tailor each logic block as you need and stash them locally and globally so you or all users can 
have access to the template loops and input the values as needed.
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Finishing Up

Save the chain.  You've just created your first basic loop – congratulations!  More complex loops can of course be created, but this is a 
simple way to get started.

If you have questions about creating Nagios Reactor event chains, contact our support team via our online forum at:
http://support.nagios.com/forum
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